ILLUMINATED EYEWEAR MAGNIFIER
FOR THE OUTDOOR INDUSTRY

SOLUTION
Seabrook Plastics took over the assembly and distribution. Then the overseas
supplier built a bank of parts and shipped us the tooling. We formulated a plan
with the client and proceeded to modify and improve the tools. The Seabrook
team managed and oversaw the entire launch process.

SEABROOK SOLUTION
The project progressed in 2 phases. First we took over the assembly and
distribution. The second phase was to have the overseas supplier build a bank
of parts and then ship us the tooling. Tooling was reviewed once it arrived, and
modifications and upgrades were quoted. Several meetings were held with
Acclaim to discuss and review the tooling issues. The tools needed improved
design so they could repeatedly run good quality parts at a consistent cycle.
We were happy to guide them through the possible solutions to the tooling
issues we were all presented with. Acclaim and Seabrook formulated a plan
together and proceeded to modify and improve the tools.

RESULTS
• Since product localization, there have been ZERO customer complaints.
• Client didn’t need to raise the cost of their product due to onshoring.
• Client also experienced increased productivity and smaller finished
goods inventory.

The Seabrook team managed and oversaw the entire launch process
because Acclaim personnel had very little background in the molding
field. The tooling upgrades were successfully completed and debugged.
The entire process was running locally with the exception of the printed
circuit board, which is shipped directly to Seabrook’s facility from an
overseas supplier. Work is under way to source this domestically.

LOCALIZING ILLUMINATED MAGNIFIER PRODUCTION
IMPROVES QUALITY
Several years ago Seabrook Plastics was approached by Acclaim
Innovations, a company that markets and sells a consumer product
line called Firefly Eyewear. Firefly is an illuminated magnifier, marketed
to fishermen and outdoorsmen for tying flies, etc.

Since Acclaim onshored this product, there have been zero customer
complaints! Once the program was moved to Seabrook and had been
running for a while, Acclaim went back and reran their numbers.
They were happyto report that they would not have to increase the price
of their product as a result of onshoring. This was due to improved quality,
increased productivity, and smaller finished goods inventory.

CHALLENGE
Our client originally tooled and launched this product overseas to keep
costs down. Due to significant quality and lead time issues, they decided to
investigate the possibility of resourcing this business back to the U.S.

CLIENT CHALLENGE
Acclaim originally tooled and launched Firefly Eyewear overseas due to
high overhead costs. Following significant quality and lead time mishaps,
they decided to investigate the possibility of resourcing this business back to
the U.S. After Acclaim contacted Seabrook Plastics about the project, they
came out for a plant tour and face-to-face meeting. Following that meeting,
Seabrook took the project to the next step and developed a quote for the
project. The quoting and discussions were favorable, so Acclaim decided to
move forward.

Acclaim has been very satisfied with Seabrook and has recommended
us to several other companies for quotes and work.
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